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Climate risk is the biggest challenge humanity has to face in

the 21st century, affecting both the biosphere and the

economic paradigm that currently underpins it. The latest

reports released by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) and the International Energy Agency (IEA)

emphasize the urgency to act quickly. The former provides

new estimates of the chances of crossing the global

warming level of 1.5°C in the next decades, and finds that

unless there are immediate and large-scale reductions in

greenhouse gas emissions, limiting warming to close to

1.5°C or even 2°C will be out of reach. IEA’s report

underlines that to achieve Net Zero Emissions, the annual

clean energy investment will need to reach $4 trillion by

2030, with a 40% reduction of carbon emissions by 2030

and 62% by 2035.

Since the 2015 Paris Agreement and the emergence of

net zero emission policies, climate change is now the top

priority on the agenda of financial institutions,

supervisors and policymakers. Consequently, the asset

management industry also has a key role to play. Terms

such as “portfolio decarbonization”, “temperature

alignment”, “net zero carbon investment” and “Paris-

aligned benchmark (PAB)1” have become the everyday

reality of asset owners and managers. These will

significantly alter portfolio allocation and investment

frameworks.

Institutional investors are regrouping into the UN-convened

Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance with the objective to

“transition their portfolios to net zero GHG emissions by

2050”. Additionally, asset managers have formed the

The key challenge of these regulations is therefore the

supply of relevant data in terms of frequency, quality and

coverage. If these metrics are not self-reported by

companies, data providers usually estimate their carbon

emissions. However, the quality of these estimates is usually

poor: academics find no evidence that these scores predict

future changes in emissions. As we are at an early stage

for the race to Net Zero, climate risk assessment

methodologies have not yet reached maturity2. Numerous

initiatives have put forward new climate risk measures

that differ from traditional scope 1 + scope 2 carbone

missions3,4.

We recently published two working papers that study

climate risk measures:

• Portfolio Construction with climate risk measures,

conducting a survey of the current climate risk

measures in the asset management industry and how

portfolio construction practices use these “traditional”

metrics;

• Net Zero Carbon Metrics, defining the metrics needed to

enhance disclosure and debate on corporates’

emissions in the context of portfolio alignment,

engagement and net zero emissions policies.

1. PAB: The label requires a year-on-year self-decarbonization of 7% on average per annum, based on scope 1,2 and 3 emissions, a minimum carbon intensity

reduction of 50% and a minimum exposure to sectors highly exposed to climate change. Other constraints are also imposed such as issuer exclusions

(controversial weapons and societal norms violators), a minimum green share revenue, or some activity exclusions.

2. Portfolio Construction with Climate Risk Measures, Roncalli et. al, 2022

3. Scope 1: direct GHG emissions occurring from sources that are owned or controlled by the company.

4. Scope 2: indirect greenhouse gas emissions from consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam. These emissions can be computed using the energy mix

of the country (location-based) or the energy mix of the utility company supplying the electricity.

Net Zero Asset Managers initiative, which currently boasts
220 international asset managers and $57 trillion of assets
under management. Governments have also implemented
additional regulations to promote the efforts of companies
and financial market participants around the disclosure and
the transparency of carbon emissions data, such as the
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) and the
EU Taxonomy.
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Key findings

Mobilization of the asset management industry for net

zero requires the development of precise and specific net

zero carbon metrics. For that reason, new climate risk

measures have recently been established to complement

those traditionally adopted (carbon emissions and

carbon intensity), for example temperature scores,

taxonomy, green revenues or capex values. These will

shape the practice of portfolio alignment in the future. In

parallel, at Amundi we have developed both new static

measures (NZE duration, NZE gap, NZE slope and NZE

budget) and dynamic NZE carbon metrics (time

contribution, zero-velocity scenario).

Whilst portfolio decarbonization is a static problem,

portfolio alignment involves a dynamic approach to

comply with a given climate policy (e.g., Paris-based

benchmark approach or Net Zero Carbon objective

approach). Portfolio alignment is therefore considered

trickier than a usual portfolio decarbonization strategy

Portfolio Decarbonization: We notice that the slope of the
tracking error risk/volatility curve is steeper when the
carbon intensity reduction is high. This means that an
increased carbon intensity reduction implies a higher
volatility of the tracking error.

Figure 1: Impact of the carbon scope on the tracking error volatility (S&P 500 index, October 2021)

1

We used these measures in a new Participation, Ambition,
and Credibility framework to control trajectories and
targets of issuers. These metrics will give a more precise and
dynamic understanding of portfolio alignment. As such,
investors are increasingly making use of carbon
trajectories, which are dynamic approaches, rather than
relying on current carbon measures, which are mostly
static. Indeed, carbon trajectories allow investors to
anticipate the effects of direct risks on issuers and to identify
companies whose alignment appears unrealistic, therefore
excluding or underweighting the associated securities
within their net zero strategies.

2

since it requires the input of new climate metrics that are

considered more difficult to calculate. In addition, it also

requires re-evaluating decisions depending on the future

behaviour of corporate issuers both individually and

collectively, which in turn results in more uncertainties

over the portfolio solution.

3

The steepness of the curve also increases when we include
a higher “number” of scopes, e.g. it is steeper when we
include all scopes than when we include only scope 1.
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Our analysis showed that the decarbonization of

portfolios (i.e., construction of a portfolio with lower

carbon risks) is more difficult when considering full

scope 3 carbon emissions5. For example, we observe

that the tracking error risk is very low when we consider

scope 1 + 2, whereas it can reach 4% for the PAB label

when we include scope 3. This is a problem because

regulators often encourage investors to go beyond the

traditional scope 1 + 2.

However, there is an increase in tracking error compared

to using direct plus first tier indirect carbon emissions.

Interestingly, if we consider only scope 1, 2 and 3

upstream first-tier (direct supply chain), the tracking

error remains within a limited range (e.g. below 2% by

2050 for a Carbon Transition Benchmark), while the

inclusion of full indirect upstream and downstream

emissions lead to the results mentioned above.

Figure 2. The impact of scope 3 on CTB and PAB  labels

2.a Scope 1 + 2

4

2.b Scope 1 + 2 +3

In addition, the Carbon Transition Benchmark (CTB)6

and PAB labels require that the exposure to sectors

highly vulnerable to climate change is at least equal to

the exposure in the investment universe (the so-called

“high climate impact sectors”).

Considering the inclusion of these constraints, the
tracking error risk is also heavily impacted. For the CTB
label, the tracking error risk becomes 4.5% when we add
the broad high climate impact sectors (“HCIS”) constraint,
and becomes 10% for the PAB label.

Figure 3. The impact of the HCIS constraint on CTB and PAB labels

3.a Narrow HCIS constraint 3.b Broad HCIS constraint
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Another relevant consideration is the portfolio

turnover needed to achieve the reduction required by

the decarbonization pathways of the CTB and PAB

labels. A high turnover is observed at the beginning

and at the end of the period (namely 2020 and 2040),

leading to very concentrated portfolios, especially in

the case of a PAB including a broad HCIS constraint.

5

These results show that the cost for investors may be

higher when we consider both scope 3 and the broad HCIS

constraint. Nevertheless, we can assume that the

investable universe in the next decades will be very

different and more aligned to a NZE trajectory than the

current one.

In conclusion of our analysis, we applied the framework to

the Carbon Disclosure Project database. Using sample

data of 751 corporates, we analyzed their participation,

ambition and credibility. Most issuers are not on the right

track since the carbon emissions trend is positive for more

than 65% of them. Nevertheless, half of them have been

successful at reducing their trend slope in 2019 and

2020. By including the corporates’ reduction targets and

the sectoral NZE scenarios provided by the IEA, we

observed a positive correlation between participation and

credibility, but a strong negative correlation between

ambition and participation. Therefore, we were able to

define the two main hurdles that issuers are facing to

achieve Net Zero Carbon Emissions: issuers’ lack of

ambition concerning their NZE scenario and lack of

alignment of NZE targets with their past trends.

Concerning the sectors, we noticed that issuers from the

Electricity (or power generation) sector have made

significant effort to restrain their carbon emissions, while

issuers from the industrial sector continue to

dramatically increase their carbon emissions on average.

Finally, we estimated that there is a 50% probability of

reaching 1.5°C before 2033 if the trend observed

between 2013 and 2020 continues!

Figure 4. Probability to reach 1.5°C

5. Scope 3: other indirect emissions, such as the extraction and productions of purchased materials and fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not owned or

controlled by the reporting entity, electricity-related activities not covered in Scope 2. Scope 3 upstream emissions include the indirect emissions that come from

the supply side, and scope 3 downstream emissions are mostly associated with the product sold by the entity.

6. CTB: The label requires a year-on-year self-decarbonization of 7% on average per annum, based on scope 1,2 and 3 emissions, a minimum carbon intensity

reduction of 30% and a minimum exposure to sectors highly exposed to climate change. Other constraints are also imposed such as issuer exclusions

(controversial weapons and societal norms violators), a minimum green share revenue or some activity exclusions.
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Conclusion

In essence, introducing constraints or adding extra- financial

objectives to portfolio construction makes the exercise

more complex. Indeed, by construction, the addition of

constraints reduces the universe and therefore the possible

diversification of optimized portfolios. In this context, it’s

important to prioritize the objectives in a coherent

transition logic. These papers have tried to provide answers

to two main issues. In the first one, we proposed asset-level

metrics that allow the performance of an issuer towards

the NZE scenario to be assessed. The objective of these

metrics is to promote transparent and comparable

information that will support communication between

investors and corporates and a unified framework that will

help asset owners and managers to define their

engagement policies and their NZE investment strategies.

We have seen that the decarbonization path is more

difficult and can involve a high degree of the tracking

error if we include scope 3 emissions.

Asset owners and managers should keep this mind as

they are increasingly encouraged by regulators and other

stakeholders to go beyond scope 1 + 2. Additionally,

portfolio alignment requires new metrics that are more

difficult to estimate, implying more uncertainties about the

optimal portfolio solution. As a result, these two combined

factors will have significant impact on investors in the

coming years and we can without any doubt anticipate

large portfolio rebalancing in the future.

In conclusion, asset owners and managers must

accelerate their engagement policies if they do not want

to let the gap widen between both the economic and

financially effective decarbonization required and the

effective emissions pathway pursued by individual

companies. Too much mismatch between the two

decarbonisation pathways could become a significant

issue for the asset management industry.
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About HKRSA

The Hong Kong Retirement Schemes
Association (HKRSA) was established in 1996 to
promote the interests and best practices of
retirement schemes in Hong Kong including
provident and pooled retirement funds.
The HKR SA is a not-for-profit, non-political
association, which represents retirement
schemes and their members, providing a forum for
discussion of issues of current and topical
interest.

About Amundi

Amundi, the leading European asset manager,
ranking among the top 10 global players , offers
its 100 million clients—retail, institutional and
corporate—a complete range of savings and
investment solutions in active and passive
management, in traditional or real assets.
With its six international investment hubs ,
financial and ESG research capabilities, and long-
standing commitment to responsible investment,
Amundi is a key player in the asset management
landscape, currently managing more than
US$2.126 trillion of assets.

Disclaimer

This document is intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended as promotional material in any
respect. It does not constitute any solicitation and offering of investment products. The views and opinions
contained herein are those of the author(s), and do not represent views of the Hong Kong Retirement Schemes
Association (the “HKRSA”). The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, investment
advice or recommendation. Information contained herein is believed to be reliable, but the HKRSA makes no
guarantee, representation or warranty and accepts no responsibility for the accuracy and/or completeness of the
information and/or opinions contained in this document, including any third party information obtained from
sources it believes to be reliable but which has not been independently verified. In no event will the HKRSA be liable
for any damages, losses or liabilities including without limitation, direct or indirect, special, incidental, consequential
damages, losses or liabilities, in connection with your use of this document or your reliance on or use or inability to
use the information contained in this document. This document has not been reviewed by the SFC. Any link to other
third party websites does not constitute an endorsement by the HKRSA of such websites or the information, product,
advertising or other materials available on those websites and the HKRSA accepts no responsibility for the accuracy
or availability of any information provided by linked websites.

This document is solely for informational purposes.

This document does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer
to buy, or a recommendation of any security or any other product or
service. Any securities, products, or services referenced may not be
registered for sale with the relevant authority in your jurisdiction and may
not be regulated or supervised by any governmental or similar authority in
your jurisdiction.

Any information contained in this document may only be used for your
internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and may
not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or
productsorindices.

Furthermore, nothing in this document is intended to provide tax, legal, or
investment advice.

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document is
from Amundi Asset Management S.A.S. and is as of January 2022.
Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss. This
document is provided on an “as is” basis and the user of this information
assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Historical
data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any
future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The views expressed
regarding market and economic trends are those of the author and not
necessarily Amundi Asset Management S.A.S. and are subject to change at
any time based on market and other conditions, and there can be no
assurance that countries, markets or sectors will perform as expected.
These views should not be relied upon as investment advice, a security
recommendation, or as an indication of trading for any Amundi product.
Investment involves risks, including market, political, liquidity and currency
risks.

Furthermore, in no event shall Amundi have any liability for any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without
limitation,lostprofits)or any other damages due to its use.

Date of first use January 2022.
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